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Servo-Stabilization of Low-Frequency Oscillations in a 
Liquid Bipropellant Rocket Motor 
FRANK E. MARBLEl and DALE W. COX, JR.2 
Daniel and Florence Guggenheitn Jet Propulsion Center, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
The recent work of H. S. Tsien concerning the servo-
stabilization of rocket nlOtors is extended to the liquid bi-
propellant rocket Illotor. It is shown that by use of a 
feedback systelll containing a device to sense the cOlllbus-
tiQn challlber pressure, a suitably designed alllplifier, and 
a servolllechanislll which governs the propellant How, the 
low-frequency oscillations which occur in the rocket con-
figuration Illay be stabilized for any value of colllbustion 
tillle lag. A Illethod is given for deterlllining a transfer 
function oC the feedback loop which will assure stable 
operation. The technique of the Satche diagralll is elll-
ployed in stability analysis. 
In troduction 
THE low-frequency instability of liquid propellant rocket motors has been attributed by Gunder and Friant (1),3 
Yachter (2), Summerfield (3), and Crocco (4) to the coupled 
oscillations of rocket chamber pressure and of flow rates of 
propellant in the feed lines. The instability arises from the 
fact that propellant combustion lags injection, due to the heat 
transfer required for propellant evaporation, time required 
for chemical reaction, etc., thereby introducing a phase dif-
ference between the oscillations of the two systems. The 
most general of these analyses is that of Crocco which treats 
both monopropellant and bipropellant systems and gives some 
physical basis for the introduction of a time lag. This latter 
aspect has since been generalized by Tsien (5). 
Various possibilities have been discussed for removing the 
low-frequency instability through suitable choice of rocket 
configuration parameters, such as the propellant pressure 
drop across the injector nozzle. In some cases these changes 
may be undesirable or impossible; for example, in a rocket 
required to have a variable thrust, it may prove difficult to 
stabilize for all conditions of operation. Tsien (5) has in-
vestigated the more general concept of removing combustion 
chamber instability by use of a feedback servo control which 
senses the oscillating pressure in the combustion chamber and 
changes the propellant flow by the proper amount and in the 
proper phase to damp the oscillation. In the same paper the 
feasibility of such a system is demonstrated for the monopro-
pellant rocket. For the purpose of this demonstration, Tsien 
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introduced a graphical method of stability analysis, based on 
a suggestion by Satche (6), which is the appropriate technique 
for analyzing systems with time lag in the same sense that the 
familiar Nyquist diagram is appropriate for systems without 
time lag. Using the Satche diagram, Tsien was able to place 
quite general restrictions on the feedback loop which would as-
sure stable rocket operation. 
The present paper aims to extend these considerations to 
the bipropellant rocket and to find criteria on the feedback 
loop to provide stable operation. The authors are deeply 
grateful to Professor H. S. Tsien for initiating this problem 
and for his active interest during its progress. 
Dynalllics of the Bipropellant Rocket 
The dynamics of the bipropellant rocket chamber, Fig. 1, 
are more complicated than those of the monopropellant rocket, 
due to the additional degree of freedom associated with the 
second propellant line and to the periodic changes of combus-
tion gas temperature caused by variations in mixture ratio. 
Because only low-frequency oscillations are under considera-
tion, the pressure at any time will be assumed uniform over 
the combustion chamber. 
If the dependent variables of the system are taken to be the 
chamber pressure, the oxidizer flow rate, and the fuel flow rate, 
three equations may be written relating these quantities to each 
other and to the physical configuration. They are the con-
tinuity relation for the combustion chamber, and two condi-
tions of dynamic equilibrium for the fluid in the oxidizer and 
fuel lines. 
Following Crocco's notation (4), let Mo be the mass of 
burned gas in the combustion chamber, mb the mass rate of 
burning, and me the mass rate of ejection from the discharge 
nozzle. Then the relation d/dt(Mo) = mb - me expresses 
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FIG. 1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BIPROPELLANT ROCKET AND PRO-
PELLANT FEED SYSTEM 
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the conservation of mass. Suppose the state of the dynamic 
system is always close to an equilibrium value defined by 
MUI 1hb = "iii, = ;ii, then the residence time which, on the 
average, the burned gas spends in the chamber, is if. = 
M./;ii. Anticipating the use of perturbation analysis, the 
fractional variation of burning rate and discharge rate may 
b · d d mb - rii d m, - iii th e mtro uce ,J.Lb = . an J.Le = . toge er 
m m 
with a dimensionless time z = t/if. to write the mass conser-
vation as . 
tz (~:) = Ilb - Il,· ............... [1] 
The propellant burning rate mb differs from the total pro-
pellant injection rate mi because of the combustion time lag. 
The time T required for the transformation of propellant into 
products of combustion may be represented by means of the 
integral 
ft f(p, T.) dt' = C = const ............ [2] Jt-T 
where f(p, T.) is a function depending upon the mechanics of 
the process. The chief quantities upon which this function 
depends are p, the uniform chamber pressure, and T., the 
ambient gas temperature in the neighborhood of the injector. 
The meaning of this integral may be clarified somewhat by 
thinking of f to be, for example, the rate of heat transfer to the 
liquid propellant, a certain total quantity C of heat being re-
quired before the transformation is complete. The princi-
pal quantities associated with the heat transfer process are 
the ambient temperature and pressure so that the time T 
required for transformation will be large or small depending 
upon whether the heat transfer rate is small or large. 
Now if the time lag were independent of time, the frac-
tional variation of burning rate J.Lb would be identical with the 
fractional variation of injection rate measured at the time T 
earlier. Denoting the dimensionless time lag TN. = 0, 
constant time lag would imply J.Lb(Z) = J.Li(Z - 0). However, 
if the time lag is increasing during the process, the burning 
rate is depressed below the injection rate in proportion to the 
product of the propellant flow rate and the rate of change of 
time lag. Therefore, using dimensionless quantities and neg-
lecting a term of second order in the small variations 
d8 Ilb(Z) "'" lli(Z - Il) - dz = 0 ••............ [3] 
The dependence of the time lag upon time is, in reality, 
governed by the integral, Equation [2], and differentiating 
this with respect to time gives 
f[p(t), TaCt)] - f[p(t - T), TaCt - T)] (1 - ~;) .... [4] 
Since it is assumed that the chamber pressure and ambient 
temperature vary only slightly from their steady-state values 
P and 1'., the values of f may be approximated, -following 
Tsien (5), through a Taylor expansion about p = P, T. = T. 
f[p(t), T.(O] "'" f(p, 1'.).+ Of(~/o) [pet) - pJ + 
of(p,f.) [T (t) - l' ] 
of.' • 
f[pCt - r), T.Ct - .r)] ~ f(p, f.) + 
Of(~,/') [pet - r) ~ p] + Of(gT~g) [TaCt - r) - fg] 
Upon substituting these relations into Equation [4] and de-
leting second-order differences, the variation of time lag may 
be expressed 
For a monopropellant rocket the combustion gas temperature 
is nearly constant so that the second term on the right side of 
Equation [5] vanishes. Calling 0 log f(P, 1'.)/0 log P === n, 
Tsien's generalization of Cmcco's treatment is obtained. 
For the bipropellant rocket the combustion gas temperature 
may experience considerable variation, resulting from the 
variation of propellant mixture ratio, and consequently 
another parameter 0 log f(P, 1'.)/0 log T. = m enters the 
problem. Knowledge of combustion lag mechanics is so 
meager, however, that rational estimate of its importance is 
difficult. Consequently, as in previous investigations, the 
dependence of combustion time lag upon gas temperature 
will be neglected. Then, denoting the fracti.onal variation 
in chamber pressure as cp = (p - P)/P, the expression for 
dimensionless time lag variation is 
dll dz ... n [,,:{z - Il) - I"(z)] ............... [6] 
The fractional variation in total propellant injection rate J.Li, 
which occurs in Equation [3], is most conveniently expressed 
in terms of the individual fractional variations of oxidizer 
flow, J1.o = (mo - riio) /;W, and offuel flow, J.Lt = (m, - rii,) /rii" 
and the steady-state mixture ratio r _ iiio/rii,. Again fol-
lowing Crocco in defining H = i' - 1/2(R + 1), depending on 
the steady-state mixture ratio, it is an elementary calculation 
to show that, to the first order, 
J.Li = (1/2 + H) J.Lo + (1/2 - H) Il' 
Consequently, the propellant burning rate is just 
Ilb(Z) = G + H) J1.o(z -Il) + G - H)Il,(Z -0)-
n[l"(z - Il) - I"(z)] .... [7] 
In calculating the variation of exit nozzle flow, me, it is 
convenient to consider the nozzle flow as quasi-steady, that is, 
the flow corresponds to a time sequence of steady equilibrium 
flow patterns. Then the ratio of instantaneous to steady mass 
discharge rate is 
~ = ~ (~:.)~ ................... [8] 
wnere T., is the gas temperature at the exhaust end of th.e 
combustion chamber. Tsien has shown (7) that the quasi-
steady approximation is adequate for low-frequency instabil-
ity under discussion here. 
For the monopropellant rocket, where T., is invariable, the 
mass discharge rate depends directly upon the combustion 
chamber pressure p, and the fractional variation of mass dis-
charge rate is simply J.L, = cpo Where the variation of mix-
ture in a bipropellant rocket causes appreciable variation of 
temperature, this too must, according to Equation [8], be 
accounted for in computing the rate of gas discharge. Sup-
pose the gas temperature at the exhaust end is T., at the time 
t. Recalling that the gas temperature depends upon only 
the propellant mixture ratio, the temperature T.e can be re-
lated to the injection rates of propellant which formed the gas 
volume. The generation of gas took place at a time {f. earlier 
than the gas appeared at the nozzle end of the chamber, that 
is, at a time t - {f.. Furthermore, the time required between 
injection of the propellants and generation of the gas is the 
time lag T. Therefore the gaS temperature at the exhaust end 
of the chamber is that corresponding to the mixture ratio at 
the time t - {f. - T, or at the dimensionless time Z - 1 - o. 
Now if r is the instantaneous mixture ratio, the change of 
gas temperature from its equilibrium value is, approximately, 
(dTo/dr);. . (r - r). Furthermore, the variation of mixture 
ratio from its equilibrium value follows directly from the defi-
nition r = mo/mf "'" r(1 + J1.o - J.Lf). Denoting the di-
~; = 0 I~gfo~pf.) [pet - T ~ ~ pet)] + 0 I~1~~P{g) [TaCt -1. - T.(O] ...................... [5] 
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mensionless slope of the gas temperature curve, (r/Tg)(dTg/ 
dr);., by 2K, the effect of combustion gas temperature upon frac-
tional variation of mass discharge is K [,uo(z -0 - 1) - /LJ(z -
o .., 1)]. Thus the complete expression is 
,u.(z) = ",,(z) - K[l"o(z - 5 - 1) - p.f(z - 5 - 1)] .. [9] 
Finally, the time variation of gas storage within the com-
bustion chamber is shown by Crocco to be 
ti (Mo) "" d",,"+ 
dz M. dz 
21({ [J.lo(z - 0 - 1) - J.lf(Z - 0 - l)J - 11"0(z - 0) - J.lf(Z - o)]} 
.... [lOJ 
It is easy to trace the origin of the terms entering the right 
side of this expression. When the temperature is constant, 
the variation of mass in the chamber is directly proportional 
to the fractional variation of the uniform pressure, that is, to 
dcp/dz. When the temperature is not constant, a term must 
appear to account for the fact that the gas leaving the dis-
charge, generated at Z -0 - 1, is of diRerent temperature 8na 
density from that generated at the injector, at z - 0. Con-
version of these temperature differences to the corresponding 
differences in oxidizer and fuel rates leads to the second 
term on the right side of Equation [10]. 
Introducing Equations [7], [9], and [10] in the original 
expression for the mass conservation in the combustion 
chamber, Equation [1], gives this re18tion in terms of the de-
sired dependent variables 
d"" dZ + (1 - n)"" + n'l'(z - 5) + 
[KJ.IO(z - 0 - 1) - 2KJ.IO(z - 0) - G+ H) J.IO(z - 5)J 
[1(I"I(Z - 0 -1) - 2l{l"f(Z - 0) + G -H) I"lz - In] = a 
.... [l1J 
Description of the system may be completed by relating the 
individual propellant flow rates to the mechanical properties 
of the feed system. Consider each propellant feed system to 
consist, Fig. 1, of a feeding mechanism (e.g., turbopump), 
a propellant supply line, an injector nozzLe, and a variable 
capacity situated in the line so cl~se to the injector nozzle 
that the inertia of fluid between the capacity and the injector 
nOZzle may be neglected. Since the process is the same in 
oxidizer and fuel lines, notation differentiating the two lines 
will be postponed. 
Denote by subscript 1 the conditions in the propellant line 
just downstream of the pump, and by 2 the conditions just 
ahead of the injector. Following Tsien (5), the variation of 
~, the pump discharge rate, from its equilibrium value may 
be written 
?hI -iii! PI - PI 
-_-- = - a-_- ............. [12] 
?hI PI 
When a = 0, this relation indicates no response of mass flow 
to a change of line pressure, that is, a positive displacement 
system. Conversely, when ex = ro, no change of line pressure 
may be effected by changing the flow rate, which is charac-
teristic of the constant pressure feed or pressurized tanle In-
termediate values of Q correspond to particular types of pump, 
and if the response time of the turbopump system is very lang 
with respect to the period of chamber pressure oscillation, the 
pump will operate at constant speed and - ex corresponds to 
the slope of the pump characteristic (Fig. 2). 
The pressure difference PI - P along the propellant lines is 
due primarily to the liquid acceleration through the injector 
nOZZle and the inertial reaction of the fluid column in the 
propellant line. The frictional loss will be neglected. If S 
is the area of the propellant jet issuing from the injector, and 
p the propellant density, the pressure difference P2 - P .across 
the injector is rh2/2pS2. Furthermore, if 1 and A are the 
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length and cross-sectional area of the connecting line, the in-
ertial pressure difference follows from the momentum equa-
tion (PI - p)A = d/dt(lrhI ). The mass flow rh through the 
injector may differ from the mass flow nil in the connecting 
line because of the variable capacitance situated between the 
two. Since the propellant is considered incompressible, the 
difference of the two vaLues of mass flow may be expressed 
rh - rhl = dC / dt, where C is proportional to the instantaneous 
volume of the capacitance. This capacitance has the dimen-
sion of mass per unit time X time and is conveniently repre-
sented in the dimensionless form k =;: C /rf,,{}o. Then if the 
pressure drop across the propellant injector under steady 
operation, "1iN2pS2, is denoted l!.P, two uimensionless parame-
ters may be introduced: the inertia of the connecting line 
J = l"1h/2l!.PAt'J., and the injector pressure ratio P = Pl2Ap. 
Finally eliminating variable conditions at the pump and at 
the capacitance, the dynamic equilibrium of a propellant line 
may be written 
J ~ + [1 (p +!) + IJ + P + J d2k + .! dk = 0 dz a 2 I" "" dz2 adz 
..... [l3] 
An equation of this type holds independently for the oxidi~er 
and fuel lines. 
Stability of the BipropeUaht Rocket 
When. the propellant lines are of fixed capacity, the system 
is described by three independent variables, cp(Z) , ,uo(z), and 
f.LJ(z) representing the fractional variations in chamber pres-
sure, oxidizer, and fuel flow. The three differential eqUa-
tionsare, for the combustion chamber 
d"" ( dz + (1 - n)so + nso Z - 0) + 
[ KJ.lo(z - 0 - 1) - 2R:J.IO(z - 0) - G + H) J.IO(z - o)J 
[KW(i; - 0 - 1)- 2KIJ-JCz - IJ) + G - H) J.lf(Z - "IJ)J = 0 
••.. 114J 
1lJJd for the oxidizer snd fuellines 
Jo: + [~(Po + D + 1JJ.l0 + Po'P = 0 
J, a:: + [~(p, + D + 1J J.l1 + PI"" = 0 ..... [15J 
The stability or instability of the system, that is, whether the 
amplitude of particular oscillatory solutions will diminish or 
PUMP ",,",SS F~DW' HAT" m, 
FIG. 2 APPROXIMATION TO CONSTANT SPEED PUMP CHARACTER-
ISTIC 
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grow, is most easily discussed through introducing the Laplace 
transform, defined as 
~(s) = J:'" 'P(z)e- .. dz ................ [16] 
for the variable 'P(z). Similarly defining Mo(s) and M,(s) as 
the Laplace transforms of ,uo(z) and w(z), each of the differen-
tial equations may be transformed, as shown in Appendix 1, 
into inhomogeneous algebraic equations in the complex va-
riable s. The inhomogeneous portion dependR upon the initial 
conditions of the problem and hence is associated with the 
solution of transient problems. The corresponding homo~ 
geneous equations 
[s + 1 - n + ne-s6]~(s) + 
e-s6 [Ke- s - (2K + H + D ]Mc(s) -
e- s6 [Ke- s - (2K + H.- D] MJCs) = 0 
Po~(s) + [JoB + ~ (Po + D + IJ Mo(s) = 0 
P,~(s) + [J,s + ~ (p~ + D + IJM,(s) = 0 ... [17] 
describe the free oscillations which are of interest in the stabil-
ity problem. For nontrivial solutions the determinant of the 
coefficients of Equations [17] must vanish, that is 
s + (1 - n) + ne- s6 [Ke- s - (2K +H + DJe-S6 
. Jos + 1 + i (Po + D Po 
Equation [18] is a transcendental equation in the complex 
variable s, the roots of which determine the stability of rocket 
chamber pressure oscillations: If any root of G'(s) = 0 
posseses a positive real part, the system is unstable. To 
check on the existence of such roots, it is possible to apply the 
familiar Nyquist criterion which traces the course of the com-
plex function G'(s) as s describes a counterclockwise contour 
in the right half of the s-plane consisting of the imaginary axis 
and a large semicircle in the right half plane. Then the nega-
tive change in argument of G'(s) is the difference in number of 
zeros and poles of G'(s) in the right half s-plane. Graphically 
this number appears as the number of complete revolutions 
made about the origin by the trace of G'(s). If the number of 
poles is known independently, the number of zeros in the right 
half s-plane is known and the stability of the system is deter-
mined. 
The present problem is complicated by the time lag 0, 
which not:only makes calculation of G'(8) laborious but ac-
centuates the fact that the value of 0 is usually not known ac-
curately. To improve this situation, Tsien (5) has intro-
duced another technique based upon a suggestion of Satche 
(6), which separates the function G'(s) into two parts, the first 
containing e- s6 as a factor, the second independent of the 
time lag. In the present example the separation may be af-
fected by noting that the Equation [18] may be expressed as 
the combination of two determinants 
s+l-n 0 0 
Jos + 1 + 
Po ~ (Po + !) 0 •.. [19] 
:D,(s) = ao 2 
J,s + 1 + 
P, 0 ~ (PI + 1:) 
a, 2 
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Ke- s -
- [Ke- s -
n (2K +H +D (2K + H - DJ 
:D2(s) ~ J o8 + i + Po 1. (Po +!) 0 
ao 2 
PI 0 
Jis + 1 + 
~ (p, +!) 
a, 2 
.... [20] 
such that Equation [18] may be written 
:D,(s) + e- s6:D2(s) = O ............... [21] 
Following Tsien in calling 01(8) = e-86 and defining 02(8) = 
- (:I)1(8)/:I)2(S», the characteristic equation becomes 
g,(8) - g2(S) == G(s) = o .............. [22] 
where the complex function G(s) is represented as the dif-
ference of the two vectors 01(8) and 02(8). 
Assume for the moment that G(8) has no poles in the right 
ha1f plane. Then if s describes its previous contour, the 
number of zeros which G(8) has in the right half plane is equal 
to the number of complete clockwise rotations made by a vec-
tor having its head on the trace of 01(8) and its tail on the 
trace of 02(8). Since all values of 01(8) lie on or within the 
unit circle, the vector G(8) can make a complete rotation if the 
- [Ke- s - (2K + H - D J e- s6 
o 
.... [18] 
trace of 02(S) either passes through the unit circle or encircles 
the origin. Conversely, if the trace of 02(8) lies outside the unit 
circle and does not encircle the origin, the system is definitely 
stable. 
Actually, the function G(8) may possess poles in the right 
half plane, due to zeros of the determinant :1)2(8) which con-
stitutes the denominator of 02(8). Thus the number of 
clockwise turns which 02(8) makes about the origin must be 
modified by adding the number of poles induced through the 
roots of :1)2(8). This number of poles is found by applying 
the Nyquist criterion to :1)2(8) directly. 
A few examples will serve to illustrate this technique. To 
discuss the stability of any bipropellant rocket, two sets of 
parameters must be known; H, K, and n which depend upon 
the propellants and their mixture ratio; and Po, P" J o, J" ao, (XI 
which are associated with the propellant pumps, feed lines, 
and injector. In particular, the parameters H, K, and proba-
bly n are not independent of each other; H depends upon 
the propellant mixture ratio, and K upon the slope of the 
combustion temperature vs. mixture ratio curve at the steady 
mixture ratio under consideration. For the examples to fol-
low, these values will be taken as given in Table 1 for various 
mixture ratios. 
TABLE 1 
r '.fq(O F) d'.fg H K 
dr 
2.75 5065 0 0.2335 0 
2.50 5010 360 0.2125 0.09 
2.25 4880 640 0.1925 0.1475 
2.00 4706 850 0.167 0.189 
For the first examples, choose the mechanical properties of the 
system such that 
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FIG. 3 SATCHE DIAGRAM FOR BIPROPELLANT ROCKET, r "" 2.5, 
n "" 0.2; "'0 = "', "" 1.0, Po = PI "" 1.0, J o = 2.0, J, = 1.5 
"'0 = "" = 1.0 
Po = P, = 1.0 
J o = 2.0; h = 1.5 
and consider four cases corresponding to two values of the 
steady-state mixture ratio and two values of the coefficient 
n = d logf/d log p. 
n r 
1 0,2 2,5 
2 0.2 2,0 
3 0.6 2.5 
4 0.6 2,0 
Then for calculating the functions :D1(8) and :D2(s) for values 
of 8 on the imaginary axis, that is, for s = iw 
~l(iw) = {¥ (1 - n) - [¥ + 3(1 - n)] w' ~ + 
i {[¥ + ¥ (1 - n)] w - 3w 3 } 
~.(iw) = i¥ n + ~ - 3nw'} + 
iw {¥ n - ~ (2K + H) + H + ~K /iw cos w + w sin wi 
The curves of g2(iw) for n = 0.2, calculated using these rela-
tions, are shown in Fig. 3 for i' = 2.5, and in Fig. 4 for i' = 
2.0. They are nearly identical despite the considerable dif-
ference in mixture ratio; neither of them intersect the unit 
circle. To close the diagram, take s = ReiD where tJ de-
creases from 7r/2 to -(7r/2). For large values of :R, g2(S) 
behaves as -JoJ,R3eM/n.loJIR2e2iD = -(R/n)eiD. Thus 
the g2(S) curve closes by a large arc in the left half of the 
Satche diagram, progressing clockwise. Since g2(S) neither 
crosses the unit circle nor encircles the origin outside the unit 
circle, instability can occur only if a zero of :D2(s) exists which 
cancels a root of g2(S) in the right half s-plane. The presence 
of such a zero may be detected by applying the Nyquist cri-
terion to :D2(s). The Nyquist diagram is shown in Fig. 5 for 
n = 0.2 and r = 2.5. For large values of R, :D2(ReiiJ ) be-
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FIG. 4 SATCHE DIAGRAM FOR BIPROPELLANT ROCKET, r = 2.0, 
n = 0.2; "'0 = "', = 1.0, Po = P, = 1.0, Jo = 2.0, J, = 1.5 
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FIG.5 NYQUIST DIAGRAM FOR ~2(S), r = 2.5, n = 0.2; "'0 = (X' = 
1.0, Po = P, = 1.0, J o = 2.0, J, = 1.5 
haves as nJoJ,R2e2i fJ , and therefore the Nyquist diagram 
closes with a large arc of 27r radians starting from the upper 
branch in Fig. 5 and progressing clockwise to the corre-
sponding lower branch (not shown). Since the origin is not 
enclosed, the system is certainly stable. The same conclusion 
may easily be reached for the lower mixture ratio, :; = 2.0, 
n = 0.2. 
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FIG. 6 SATCHE DIAGRAM FOR UNSTABLE BIPROPELLANT ROCKET, 
r = 2.5, n = 0.6; ao = a, = 1.0, Po = P, = 1.0, J o = 2.0, 
J, = 1.5 
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FIG. 7 SATCHE DIAGRAM FOR UNSTABLE BIPROPELLANT ROCKET, 
r = 2.0, n = 0.6; ao = a, = 1.0, Po = P, = 1.0, J o = 2.0, 
J, = 1.5 
The stability curves for the two corresponding examples 
with n = 0.6, shown in Fig. 6 for r = 2.5, and in Fig. 7 for 
r = 2.0, both intersect the unit circle. Therefore a rocket 
propellant combination having parameters of these values 
will exhibit a low-frequency instability for some range of time 
lag o. The method for determining the critical time lag has 
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been shown by Tsien (5) in his original discussion of this 
method. of analysis. Again the curves for the two values of 
mixture ratio are very similar. As in the first two examples, 
the closing arcs in the Satche diagram indicate no further in-
stability of the system. 
Because the mechanical properties of the two propellant 
systems are nearly identical in the foregoing examples, the 
change in mixture ratio associated with an oscillation in 
chamber pressure is very small and the behavior is much like 
that of a monopropellant rocket without line' elasticity. 
Consequently the Satche diagrams are particularly simple . 
The influence of mixture ratio oscillation becomes important 
when the two lines have different inertial constants and injec-
tion pressures. As an example, consider a rocket for which 
ao = aj = 1.0 
J o = 4.0 J, = 1.0 
Po = 1.0 
r = 2.0 
Pj = 4.0 
n = 0.2 
The equations for ~I(iw) and ~2(iw) may be written 
:D1(iw) = Fi (1 - n) - [~ + 4(1 - n)] w2~ + 
i {[¥ + ~ (1 - n)] w - 4W2~ 
:D2(iw) = I ~ n + i!! 9 (2K _ H) _ 4nw2 t + /4 4 2 l 
iw {~ n + ¥ - 15(2K + H) ~ + 
~ K(cos w· - i sin w) + 15K(iw cos w + w sin w) 
The Satche diagram for this example, Fig.8,exhibits large 
loops. These loops originate in the trigonometric terms of 
~2(iw) which, in turn, arise because the change in combustion 
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temperature associated with a change 
in mixture ratio does not affect the 
chamber discharge rate until the resi-
dence time t'Jg later. Consequently these 
terms are associated with a reduced 
time lag of unity. 
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Physically the influence of these 
terms is easy to see. When a gas 
mass of low temperature, caused by a 
fluctuation in mixture ratio, flows to the 
chamber discharge nozzle, the mass flow 
rate increases (cf. Equation [8]), causing 
the chamber pressure to drop. This re-
duction of chamber pressure causes a 
variation of mixture ratio which may 
lead to another negative fluctuation in 
gas temperature. Clearly, at certain 
frequencies, these oscillations will rein-
force each other so that they will, as in 
the case of the present calculation, be 
slowly damped. (As pointed out by 
Tsien, the Satche diagram indicates pos-
sible slowly damped oscillations when 
the g2(iw) curve passes close to the unit 
circle.) Furthermore, it is clear that 
there will be an infinite number of fre-
FIG. 9 NYQUIST DIAGRAM ASSOCIATED WITH SATCHE DIAGRAM OF FIG. 8 
quencies at which such a reinforcement will take place. In 
the present example only two show up to any extent. The 
amplitude of an oscillation which originates in this manner 
depends to a considerable extent upon the response of the 
propellant feed system. If the change in pressure produces a 
large change in propellant flow, the oscillations may be 
severe; if the response is poor, the oscillation will'disappear 
quickly. Now at high frequencies the inertia of the propel-
lant supply causes the amplitude of its response to decrease, 
and consequently this particular resonance disappears. Mathe-
matically this may be seen in the fact that for large values of 
w the term nJoJ,w 2 governs the behavior of 5)2 (iw) , whereas 
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FIG. 10 DETAILS OF SATCHE DIAGRAM NEAR UNIT CIRCLE, 
r = 2.0, n = 0.2; ao = a, = 1.0, Po = 1.0, PI = 4.0, Jo = 4.0, 
J, = 1.0 
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the trigonometric terms are at most proportional to w. 
The closing arc of the g2(8) curve is the same as those dis-
cussed in previous examples. The Nyquist diagram of the 
denominator 5)2(8) is shown in Fig. 9, indicating no zeros of 
this determinant in the right half of the 8-plane. The details 
of the Satche diagram near the ,unit circle, Fig. 10, show that 
the curve lies outside the unit circle and, as a consequence of 
this and the above considerations, the system is conclusively 
stable for all values of the combustion time lag. 
The influence of mixture ratio variation may be further in-
creased by considering a propellant combination for which the 
curve of combustion temperature vs. mixture ratio has a 
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r = 2.0, n = 0.2; ao = a, = 1.0, Po = 1.0, PI = 4.0, J o = 4.0, 
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slope greater than that considered in the previous 
example. Let all values of the previous example 
be retained with the exception that K is arbitra-
rily increased from 0.189 to 0.30. The resulting 
Satche diagram, Fig. 11, shows that the loops 
have now grown so large as to encircle the origin. 
By drawing the closing arc and checking the 
course of the complete curve, it is simply found 
that the g2(S) curve encircles the origin twice in 
a counterclockwise direction. The Nyquist dia-
gram of :l)2(S) , Fig. 12, shows a corresponding 
double encirclement but in the clockwise direction. 
Consequently, this cancellation indicates that no 
instability can arise from encirclement of the ori-
gin in the Satche diagram. Furthermore, the 
details of the Satche diagram in the neighborhood 
of the unit circle, Fig. 13, show no intersection 
and, thus, the system is definitely stable against 
all values of the combustion time lag. 
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-.2.0 Servo-Stabilization of the 
Bipropellant Rocket FIG. 12 NYQUIST DIAGRAM ASSOCIATED WITH SA-TCHE DIAGRAM OF FIG. 11 
Where possible unstable operation of a rocket is 
indicated, stability may often be assured by modifying the me-
chanical design of the propellant supply system or injector, or in 
the extreme, by change in the chemical propellants. Alterna-
tively the stability may be assured by introducing a feedback 
loop connecting the combustion chamber and the variable 
capacitances in each propellant line. In the simplest case the 
loop will consist of a pressure measuring device attached to 
the rocket chamber, an amplifier, and an appropriate servo-
mechanism to actuate the capacitances in the propellant lines. 
For the bipropellant rocket, Fig. 14, two separate circuits may 
be employed, one for each propellant line. However, in the 
interest of simplicity it may be preferable (Fig. 15) to control 
only a single propellant line, or to control both through a 
single amplifier, building any required differences into the 
servomechanisms or into the capacitances. 4 
In general, then, the capacitances KO and K, will be made to 
vary with time in a manner prescribed according to the varia-
tion in chamber pressure. Employing dimensionless forms, 
the correspondences between the capacitances and the cham-
ber pressure may be written symbolically 
KO(Z) = Fo (!) ~(z) ............... [23] 
K,(Z) = F, (fz) I"(z) ............... [24] 
where Fo(d/dz) and F,(d/dz) are linear differential-integral 
operators. These relations simply indicate that the two 
capacitances are related to the chamber pressure through 
linear differential equations with constant coefficients, the 
forms of which depend upon the pressure pickup, the ampli-
fiers, and the servomechanisms. 
The problem is then to design the feedback circuits, that is, 
to determine the forms of Fo(d/dz) and F,(d/dz) such that 
stable rocket operation is achieved. This resolves, practi-
cally, to the design of amplifiers to work with given servo-
mechanisms and with a given pressure pickup so as to pro-
duce the required forms of Fo and F,. The proper forms of 
thEse functions can be determined only through stability 
analysis of the complete set of five differential equations, the 
original set consisting of Equation [11], and two of the type of 
Equation [13] augmented by the two equations arising from 
4 It has come to the attention of the authors that Y. C. Lee, 
M. R. Gore, and C. C. Ross, of the Aerojet Engineering Corpo-
ration, have considered a somewhat different arrangement in their 
paper, "Stability and Control of Liquid Propellant Rocket Sys-
tems" (see pp. 75-81 in this issue of the JOURNAL). 
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the feedback loops, Equations [23] and [24]. Two additional 
dependent variables KO(Z) and K,(Z) have been introduced by 
allowing the capacitances to vary. The Laplace transforms of 
these equations are given in Appendix 1, and retaining only 
the homogeneous portion for stability analysis, the set of 
algebraic equations is 
[s + 1 - n + ne-s~]cp(s) + 
e-s{ Ke- s - (2K + H + DJ Mo(s) -
e- s8 [Ke- s - (2K + H - D JM,(s) = ° 
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PoiJ>(S) + [JoB + 1 + ~ (Po + D ]Mo(S) + 
[JoB 2 + ~ (Po + D sJ Ko(s) = 0 
P,iJ>(s) + [Jill + 1 + ~ (PI + D ]MJCS) + 
[ JIS 2 + ~ (PI + D sJ KI(s) = 0 
Fo(s)iJ>(s) - Ko(s) = 0 
FI(s)iJ>(S) - KI(s) = 0 ............... [25] 
where Ko(s) and KI(s) are the Laplace transforms of the varia-
ble capacitances; Fo(s) and FI(s) are the transfer functions 
of the feedback loops. The stability of the system is now de-
pendent upon the roots of the fifth-order determinant con-
structed from the coefficients of Equations [25] 
s + 1 - n + ne- s8 
e-s8 [~e-s - - e- s8 [Ke- s -
(2K + H + ~)J (2K + H - DJ 
Jos + 1 + 
Po ~ (Po + !) 0 
<>0 2 
Jis + 1 + 
P, 0 ~ (PI +!) 
<>1 2 
Fo(s) 0 0 
FI(s) 0 0 
:This determinant is most conveniently expressed through ex-
pansion by second-order minors, employing the last two rows 
for the expansion. Defining two new third-order determi-
nants 
!Do(s) = 
Ke-s -
- [Ke- s -
(2K + H + D (2K + H - D] 0 
JoB + 1 + JOS2 + 
.l(po+!) 0 .l (Po +~) s 
<>0 2 <>0 2 
Jis + 1 + 
0 ~ (PI +!) 0 
<>1 2 
!D/(S) = ." ... [27] 
Ke- s - - [K~-s -
(2K + H - D (2K +H +DJ 
0 
o 
Jos + 1 + 
.l (Po +!) 
<>0 2 
o o 
.... [28] 
The characteristic equation obtained by setting the stability 
determinant (Equation [26]) to zero is 
!Db) + e-s8 [!D2(s) + Fo(s)!Do(s) + FJCs)!DJCs)] = 0 .. [29] 
The two transfer functions of the feedback loops, Fo(s) and 
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FIG. 14 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BIPROPELLANT ROCKET INCORPO-
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o 
JOS2 + ~ (Po + .1:) s 
<>0 2 
o 
-1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-1 ..... [26] 
F,(s), appear as multiplicative factors; each of the determi-
nants depends upon only the original rocket configuration and 
is independent of the feedback circuit. 
The new form of the function g2(S) is 
SERVO 
OJfIOIZ£R 
-FI/£L 
SCIi'YO 
C'HANBER F'R£sSV/i'E 
OJf/IJIZ£R 
FlII:L 
S£Ii'VO 
FIG. 15 TWO FEEDBACK CIRCUITS EMPLOYING ONLY A SINGLE 
AMPLIFIER AND PICKUP 
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~I(S) 
g2S = ~2(S) + Fo(s) ~o(s) + Fj(s) ~JCs) ...... [30] 
Stable rocket operation is to be assured by choosing realiza-
ble forms of the feedback transfer functions Fo(s) and FI(s) 
so that the Satche diagram satisfies the criteria previously 
discussed. One convenient procedure is to choose an ap-
propriate Satche diagram and solve for the feedback transfer 
functions. For the present system the result is usually not a 
realizable or convenient feedback circuit. 
When the instability arises from intersection of the (/2(iw) 
curve with the unit circle, as it appears to do in practical cases 
of low-frequency oscillation, a proper choice of Fo(s) and 
FI(s) may be effected quite simply. The intersection, when 
it exists, occurs for value of w considerably less than unity; 
if this were not true, the oscillations would be of rather high 
frequency considering residence times of the usual magnitude. 
Hence the modification of the (/2( iw) function may be restricted 
to low values of w, this is to say, the gain of the amplifier in 
the feedback system should drop to a low value as the fre-
quency w increases. The appropriate analytic procedure is 
then (a) to find the approximate behavior of Fo(s) and FI(s) 
for s = iw< <i such that (/2(iw) does not intersect the unit 
circle, and (b) to determine the functions Fo(s) and FI(s) so 
that they have the prescribed behavior for small values of w 
and vanish for large w, thus preserving the original Satche 
diagram in this range. 
This program may be carried out in the following manner. 
Each of the third-order determinants involved in Equation 
[30J is regular at s = 0, and hence may be approximated by a 
power series 
~I(S) = dl(O) + dl(!)s + dl(2)S2 + dl(3)S3 
~2(S) = d2(0) + d2(1)s + d2(2)S2 + d2(3)S3 + .. " 
~o(s) = do(O) + do(I)S + dO(2)S2 + do(3)S3 + dO(4)S4 + .. " 
~/(S) = d/O) + d/I)s + d/ 2)S2 + d/3)S3 + d/4)S4 + ... [31] 
The coefficients d/i) depend only upon the parameters of the 
original (unstabilized) rocket and hence are known numerical 
values for any particular case. The expressions for these 
coefficients are given in Appendix 2. In particular, it ap-
pears that do(O) = d/O) = 0, a result which is clear from in-
spection of :Do(s) and :D,(s) as given by Equations [27J and 
[28J. The transfer functions for the feedback loops likewise 
possess power-series expansions about s = 0, although they 
need not be regular at that point. From the fact that the 
determinants :Do(s) and :DiCs) behave as s for small values of 
s, the expansions of the feedback transfer functions must be-
have as l/s in order that the value of (/2(0) be changed from 
that of the original system. That is, the transfer function 
must correspond to a simple integrating circuit. Thus it is 
appropriate to choose 
... [32] 
where the foUl and the f/ i ) are unknown constants. Clearly, 
upon substituting the approximations of Equations [31 J and 
[32J into Equation [30], a power-series representation for 
(/2(S) is obtained where the unknown coefficients foW, h<J) 
appear in the coefficients of the expansion. 
From the viewpoint of insuring against low-frequency in-
stability, the Satche diagram must be such that the (/2(iw) 
curve lies outside the unit circle. For small w, which are in-
volved near the unit circle, (/2(iw) may be approximated by the 
polynomial 
Y2(iw) = 'Yo + 'Ybw) + 'Y2(iw)2 + 'Y3(iw)3 
where the 'Yi are constants chosen so that this condition is satis-
fied. Then there are two expressions for (/2(S) , valid for small s 
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Y2(S) = 'Yo + 'YIS + 'Y2S2 + 'Y3S3 ••.......•. [33] 
and that which followed from expansion of Equation [30J. 
Since they are both valid power-series expansions, they are 
equal term by term. The result is four algebraic equations 
relating the constants Jo<i) and f,(j) to the rocket parameters 
and to the chosen form of the Satche diagram near the unit 
circle. After some simplification these relations are 
dl(O) 
do(1)fo(-I) + d/I)f/-!) + d,(O) = - - ... " " .. [34] 
'Yo 
dO(2)fo(-I) + do(1)fo(O)" + d/2)f/-I) + d,(1)f/O) + d2(!) = 
dl(O) ('YI dl(!) 
- - - d (0) ••• [35] 
'Yo 'Yo I 
dO(3)fo(-1) + d O(2)fo(0) + dO(I)!o<I) + d/3)f/-I) + d/2)!/0) + 
d/!)f/I) + d2(2) = dl(O) [(~ _ dl(~) _.2! (.2! _ dl(1)] 
'Yo 'Yo d l (0) 'Yo 'Yo d1 (0) 
dO(4)fo(-!) + dO(3)fo(0) + do(2)fo(!) + do(!)fo{2} + d/4)f/-I) + 
d/3)f/O) + d/2)f/l) + d,(!)f/2) + d2(3) = 
dl(l) [(1.". _ dl(3) _ dl (1) (~ _ dl(2) _ 
'YO 'Yo d l (0) d l (0) 'Yo d l (0) 
." [36] 
2 (~ _ dl(2) (1! _ dl(!) + ('Y12 _ dl(2) ('YI _ dl(!)] 
'Yo d l (0) 'Yo d l (0) 'Y02 d l (0) 'Yo d l (0) 
." [37] 
Four more relations among the lo(j) and f,(j) may be chosen 
arbitrarily so as to fix their values uniquely. Two possibili~ 
ties have been mentioned previously: (a) the feedback loop 
operates only on a single capacitance so that either foUl = ° 
or f/ i ) = 0; (b) the two feedback loops are identical so that 
Jo<i) = f/i ); j = - 1,0, 1,2. In each case only one pressure-
sensing device and amplifier are required. 
With the values of Jo<i), f,(j) known, the behavior of the 
feedback circuit is determined for smalls; the task is now to 
obtain general representations for Fo(s) and F,(s) which agree 
with the kndwn expressions for small s and vanish for large 8 
so as to leave the original Satche diagram unchanged for large 
8. If, for instance, it were decided to control the oxidizer 
flow and leave the fuel flow uncontrolled, f/ i ) = ° and the 
Jo<i) are determined by successive application of Equations 
[34J, [35J, [36J, and [37J. Then choose 
!o<-I) [ 1 - cs ] Fo(s) = -s- (I _ as)(1 _ bs2 ) ••••••••• [38] 
It is clear by reference to Equation [32J that the singular be-
havior as s-+-O is correct. Furthermore for large s, Fo(s) 
vanishes as l/s3 which is probably strong enough. If the 
constants a, b, and c can be found so that the expansion of 
Equation [38 J yields the first few coefficients in agreement 
with the known valuesfo(O),fo(l), and Jo<2), then Equation [36J 
will constitute a transfer function of the feedback loop, satis-
factory for stabilizing the rocket against low-frequency os-
cillations regardless of the propellant time lag. 
The power-series expansion of Equation [38 J is 
f,(-I) 
Fo(s) = _0 -{l + (a - c)s + [a(a - c) + b]s2 + 
s 
(a2 - b)(a - C)S3 + ... \ ... [39] 
which must be equal, term by term, to the first of Equations 
[32J. This condition determines the constants a, b, c directly 
as 
... [40] 
fo(O) 
C = a - fO(-I) 
where the Jo<i) are known. Substitution into Equation [38J 
then supplies the transfer function of the feedback loop to 
stabilize the system. 
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To illustrate IlPplication of the stabilization procedure, con-
sider the unstable rocket for which the Satche diagram is 
shown in Fig. 6. For this example, the parameters have 
values 
"'0 = "" = 1.0 
Po = P, = 1.0 
Jo = 2.0 J, = 1.5 
r = 2.50 n = 0.6 
The relations of Appendix 2 allow computation of the co-
efficients in the power expansions of the third-order deter-
minants 
d1(O) = 2.50 
d1(1) = 9.75 
d1(2) = 9.95 
d1(3) = 3.00 
d2(0) = 6.25 
d2(1) = 6.85 
d2(2) = 1.76 
d2 (3) = 0.02 
do(1) = 3.01 
dom = 6.16 
do(8) = 2.89 
dO(4) = 0.01 
Now if, for small values of w, the Satche diagram of the sys-
tem may be moved to that indicated by the broken line in 
Fig. 16, the rocket motor will be stable against low-frequency 
oscillations. The curve g2(iw) will lie as shown if the "(i are 
chosen 
'Yo = -1.25 
'Y1 = -2.0 
'Y2 = -0.25 
'Y3 = -1.0 
By application of Equations [34] and [37] 
fo<-l) = -1.41 
/0(0) = -2.95 
/0(1) = -3.87 
fo<2) = 5.05 
which fixes the feedback loop for small values of w. If further 
the transfer function is chosen to be of the form of Equation 
[38], the constants a, b, and c may be calculated from Equa-
tions [40] 
a = -0.8 
b = 1.08 
c = 1.29 
a = -1.29 
b = 0.06 
c = 0.8 
the two sets arising through the quadratic equation determin-
ing a. Choosing the first set (arbitrarily), the transfer func-
tion for the feedback loop in the oxidizer line is 
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FIG. 16 COMPARISON OF STABILIZED AND UNSTABLE SATCHE DIA-
GRAMS, r = 2.5, n = 0.6; "'0 = "" = 1.0, Po = P, = 1.0, J o = 2.0, 
J, = 1.5 
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-1.41 (1 - 1.29s) 
Fo(s) = -s- (1 + 0.8s)(1 - 1.08s2 ) 
The Satche diagram for the stabilized motion is now easily 
computed through use of Equation [30] and the feedback 
transfer function found above. The result is shown in Fig. 16 
along with the original Satche diagram and the power-series 
approximation for small values of w. It is of interest to ob-
serve from Fig. 16 that the stabilized curve of g2(iw) and the 
corresponding series approximation diverge appreciably only 
as the value of w exceeds unity. Thus the character of the 
Satche diagram is determined with sufficient accuracy by a 
few terms of its power-series expansion. 
Concluding Relllark 
The present analytical results together with the initial 
work of Tsien (5) demonstrate conclusively that the low-
frequency oscillations of a liquid propellant rocket motor 
may, in all cases, be stabilized by use of a feedback servo 
loop. Through use of the Satche diagram and the 
associated methods which have been described, a projected 
rocket configuration may be analyzed for possible unstable 
operation and the requirements for a stabilizing feedback 
loop determined. The application of these methods lies 
within common engineering practice. The concept of feed-
back stabilization removes restrictions on the propellant feed 
system and injector which would otherwise limit the freedom 
of the designer, with the consequence that he should be able 
to focus attention on improving combustion, reducing pump-
ing loss, etc. This freedom is particularly important in the 
design of a rocket with variable thrust. 
APPENDIX 1 
Laplace Transform of the Rocket Stability Equations 
The equation describing the combustion chamber pressure 
oscillation is 
d", _ (1 - n)", + n",(z - 0) + 
dz 
[Kp.o(z - 0 - 1) - (2K + H + D p.o(z - o)J 
[Kp.,(z - 0- 1) - (2K + H - Dp.,(z - 0)]. .. [41] 
while the equations of motion for the liquid in the oxidizer and 
fuel lines are 
J o :0 + [~ (Po + D + 1}0 + Po'" + 
d'KO 1 ( 1) dKo ] J o dz' + "'0 Po + 2 dz = 0 ... [42 
J, a:: + [~, (p, + D + I}, + PJ'I' + 
d2K, 1 ( 1) dK, J, dz' + -;;; P, + 2 dz = 0 ... [43] 
Denoting the Laplace transforms of cp(z), p.o(z), p.,(z), Ko(Z), 
and K,(Z) by <I>(s), Mo(s), M,(s), Ko(s), and K,(s), respectively, 
the transformation of Equations [41], [42], and [43] is 
straightforward except for the terms involving a time lag. 
In general, the transform of fez - 5) will be 
f'" fez - o)e- sz dz = f'" e - sY(z - 5)e-S('-~)d(z - 5) Jo -5 
= e-sW(s) - e- s5 fO /We-s~ dl; 
-5 
where F(s) is the transform of fez). As is well known, when 
the variable is retarded the transform is modified through 
multiplication by an exponential factor e- s5 and by the addi-
tion of an integral extending over the period of the time lag. 
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The equations then transform to 
[s + 1 - n + ne-s6]~(S) + 
e-s{ Ke- s - (2K + H + D J Mo(s) -
e- s6 [ Ke- s - (2K + H - D JM,(s) = 
q>(0) + ne- s6 fo q>(~)e-8<d~ + 
-6 
Ke-s(1+6) fO [!LoW - !L,W]e-s<d~-
-(1+6) 
(2K + H)e- s6 fO [!LoW - !L,W]e-s<d~ -
-6 
- e-s6 [!LoW + !L,W]e- s< d~ 1 fO 2 -6 
[Jos + 1. + ~ (Po + D JMo(s) + Po~(s) + 
[44] 
[ 1 ( 1) J dKo JOS1 + -;;;; Po + 2" s Ko(s) = JO!Lo(O) + Jo dz (0) + 
[JoS + ~ (Po + D }o(O) .... [45] 
[J,S + 1 + ~ (p, + D J M,(s) + P,~(s) + 
[J,S' + ~ (p, + D SJ K,(s) = J'!L'(O) + J, ~; (0) + 
[J,S + ~ (p, + D J K'(O) .... [46] 
Stability analysis requires only the left-hand sides of these 
equations. Transient behavior of the rocket system, how-
ever, is determined by the complete equations where the right-
hand sides, in usual problems, consist in the initial conditions 
of the dependent variables. For systems with time lag, 
such as the liquid propellant rocket, Equations [44], [45], 
and [46] show that in addition to initial conditions evaluated 
at Z = 0, certain features of the behavior of the system must 
be known for a period preceding z = 0 equal in duration to 
the time lag. Physically this is clear, for due to the combus-
tion time lag, the variation of chamber pressure q>(z) cannot be 
described for z> 0 unless the behavior of the propellant flow 
is known for the period -/) ~ z ~ o. 
APPENDIX 2 
Power Series Representation of the Determinants 
:DI(s) = dl(O) + dl(1)s + dl(')s' + dl(3)S3 
Sincp- this determinant, Equation [19], is a polynomial, 
this expression is exact. 
d](O) = (1 - n) [1 + ~ (Po + D J [1 + ~ (p, + D J 
d, (1) = [1 + ~ (p, + D J [1 + ~ (Po + D J + 
(1 - n )Jo [ 1 + ~ (p, + D J + 
(1 - n)J, [1 + ~ (Po +DJ 
!il (') = (1 _. n)Joj, + Jo [ 1 + ~ (p, + D J + 
J'[I+~(Po+DJ 
:D.(s) = d2(O) + d2(l)s + d.(2)S' + d.(3)S3 + '" 
Referring to Equation [20], the coefficients are 
d2(O) = n [1 + ~ (Po + DJ[1 + ~ (pf + DJ + 
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~ 1Po [1 + ~ (p, +DJ +P, [1 +~ (Po +~)J~ -
(K + H)1 P, [1 + ~ (Po + D J - Po [1 + ~ (p, + D J ~ 
d.(1) =n 1Jo [1 + ~ (p, + DJ + 
J, [1 + ~ (Po + DJ~ + ~ {PoJ, +P,Jo} + 
K 1Po [ 1 + ~ (p, + ~) J -:- P, [ 1 + ~ (Po +~) J ~ + 
(K + H){PoJ, - P,Jol 
d.(') = nJoJ, + K {PoJ, - P,Jo} + 
~ 1P' [1 + ~ (Po +~) J - Po [1 + ~ (p, + D J ~ 
d.W = ~ {J>,Jo - PJJ,} + 
! 1Po[I+~(p,+DJ -PI[I+~(Po+DJ~ 
:Do(s) = do(O) + dO(I)S + do(')s' + dO(3)S3 + dO(4)S4 + ... 
Referring to Equation [27], the coefficients are 
do(O) = 0 
MI) = (K+H+D ~ (Po+D[I+~ (p,+DJ 
do{2) = (K +H +D 1Jo [1 + ~ (p, +~)J + 
J, ~ (Po + D ~ + K ~ (Po + D [1 + ~ (p, + D J 
dO(3) = (K + H + DJoJl + K 1Jo [1 + ~ (p, + DJ + 
J, .!.. (Po + !) l - !.!. (Po + !) [1 + .!. (p, + !)J 
ao 2 \ 2 ao 2 a, 2 
dO(4) = KJoJ, - ~ 1Jo [1 + ~ (p, + DJ + 
J,.!. (Po +'!) l + ~ 1. (Po + !)[1 +.!. (p, + !)J 
ao 2 \ 6 ao 2 a, 2 
:D/(S) = d/O) + dP)s + d/')s' + d/3)S3 + dl4)S4 + ... 
Referring to Equation [28], the coefficients are 
d/O) = 0 
d/l) = (K + H - D~ (PI + D [1 + ~ (Po + D J 
d/2)=(K+H-D 
1J'[I+~(Po+DJ+Jo ~(p'+D~+ 
K ~ (p, + D [1 + f (Po + D J 
~(3) = (K + H - D JoJ, + 
K 1Jf [1 + ~o (Po +~rl +Jo~ (p, +D~-
!f .!. (pf + !) 1- 1 +.!. (Po + !)J 2 a, 2 L ao 2 
d/4) = KJoJr ~ 1Jf [1 + ~ (Po + DJ + 
Jo .!. (p, + !) (I +!f 1. (pf + !) [1 +.!. (Po + !)J af 2 6 af 2 ao 2 
(Continued on page 81) 
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